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Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at 

Lincoln Avenue, Glasgow (Glasgow Housing Association) 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Glasgow Housing Association 

(Wheatley Group) property at Lincoln Avenue, Knightswood, Glasgow. 

Area context 
 

The project is to install secure parking for bicycles at the base of these tower blocks. 

The property consists of four high rise blocks, of around 19 storeys. These are most 

obviously accessed from Lincoln Avenue [LA] and Kestrel Road [KR], both on foot 

and in vehicles. These pass to the west and south of the property. There are large 

areas dedicated to car parking around the bases of the blocks. To the east and north 

are grass areas, rising fairly steeply toward a smaller local residential road. To the 

west and northwest is golf course and parkland. 

This area is within a very much larger area of primarily residential property, which is 

crossed by a wide variety of smaller and larger roads. It is difficult to immediately 

identify distinct areas within this, as each progressively larger road provides a more 

significant barrier, but with junctions on these larger roads tending to have traffic 

signals. Even the much larger roads in this area, which are dedicated to moving large 

volumes of traffic at speed, tend nonetheless to be lined with residential properties. 

There is a significant hill immediately to the east of the properties, but much of the 

area is relatively flat. 

Audit context 
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  
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Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [BF] - to the points marked on this map. 

 

LA  Lincoln Avenue 
AR  Archerhill Road 
GW Great Western Rd 
S Signalised crossings 
KR Kestrel Road 
SM3 Supermarket 
E1/2 Cycle track ends 

FC  Canal 
PS Primary school 
SS Secondary school 
SH Shop 
ST Scotstounhill station 
SM1/2 Supermarkets 
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Observations 
Project 

  

Some areas near the blocks are much more closely overlooked than others. This may have significance for the security of 

bicycle parking. 

 a 

Immediate area   

Parked vehicles dominate the area immediately around the blocks. At the time of our visit, which was in the middle of a 

weekday, there were cars parked on many footway areas and on many areas which might at some time have been intended to 

be for other uses. In several places all pedestrian space was blocked.  

1,2 

3 

b 

There is little evidence in the area immediately around the blocks that dropped kerbs are provided in a coherent manner, with 

the presence of parked vehicles on footway space making this seem likely to be an unwelcoming place for anybody needing 

more level access. Where dropped kerbs exist they are of low quality. In many places pedestrian routes can be seen to be 

defined by passing around the border of car parking areas, even when this makes them indirect.  

1,2 

3,4 

5,6 

7 

b 

Although the situation around the blocks provides an impression that most people arrive and leave by car, we also saw 

pedestrians accessing the properties from Lincoln Avenue [LA] via Kestrel Road [KR]. 

  

Although the properties are surrounded by grass and parking areas, the access roads connect to the south to Kestrel Road, 

and the closest block overlooks both Kestrel Road and this access – with windows on this side of the block being larger than 

might be typical in many tower blocks. This may result is stronger sense of connection between the properties and this road 

8  
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and the surrounding area than would otherwise exist. It seems possible that this access continues to feel relatively safe, even 

after dark. 

It seems more difficult to assess how areas around the car parking might feel after dark.   

There are several bus routes which stop nearby. The X4 bus from Lincoln Avenue, close to the properties, provides around 4 

buses each hour on a trip of approximately 30 minutes to the city centre. The number 3 bus takes a fairly similar route but 

visiting more stops and also travelling south of the River Clyde. Shopping trips might also be accomplished with a shorter 

journey of around 20 minutes on the half-hourly M11 bus from Archerhill Road [AR] nearby (200m) to the large Clyde Shopping 

Centre at Clydebank. 

 c 

There is little support available for crossing Lincoln Avenue immediately to or from the bus stops on its west side. Not all 

pedestrians will be comfortable crossing quickly when the road is quiet, and those who aren’t are faced with a frustrating 

additional walk via the signalised crossing at Archerhill Road. Crossing pedestrians could be supported here through a number 

of measures, for example with simple central pedestrian refuges. If these were provided close to the bus stop it may be 

necessary to recognise that they would prevent the overtaking of buses which have stopped to collect passengers, however 

such a treatment is standard in some countries where it is used to prioritise bus movement.  

 c,d 

Lincoln Avenue is far enough from the properties so it is not well overlooked by them, and is bounded on its west by a low 

fence and a wooded green area and golf course, and thus may not be so welcoming for pedestrian use at night – however the 

atmosphere may be improved by the presence of other pedestrians and passing vehicles.  

12  

In general the footways of most other streets in the wider area are well overlooked from the residential property along these 

streets, and it seems relatively likely that the wider area remains relatively welcoming for pedestrians even after dark. This may 

be true even on Great Western Road [GW] (which is otherwise designed to move large volumes of vehicles quickly). 

 

 

19,10 

15,17 

18 
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Wider area   

It seems likely that many practical journeys from these properties are to locations which are relatively distant for those walking 

and cycling, and in particular that workplaces may be located at distances which are greater than many would consider 

travelling, even on a bicycle. 

 d,e 

There is a larger supermarket (Lidl) [SM] around 1.2km to the east, on Great Western Road. It seems clear that this is placed 

to attract passing trade from those driving on Great Western Road, but it is possible to reach it through the residential streets, 

without walking along Great Western Road for long distances. There are several signalised crossings [S] of Great Western 

Road which align with this journey (not all junctions are signalised). A bicycle parking rack is available, although was empty.  

There is a very small convenience-style shop [SH] closer to the property on Knightswood Road (900m walk east, over a small 

hill). There are two smaller supermarkets also closer, on Great Western Road [SM2] (1km north, and on the closest side of the 

road), and Alderman Road [SM3] (700m walk southwest). Each of these can be reached mostly on residential streets. The 

specific locations of signalised crossings of Lincoln Avenue and Alderman Road might define a trip for those less able to cross 

these wider carriageways unsupported. 

 d,e 

The catchment non-denominational primary school [PS] is beside the larger supermarket [SM1], and the secondary school 

[SS] is closer to the properties (around 1km). To reach this the largest carriageway which must be crossed is that of 

Knightswood Road. This is relatively wide, with clear sight lines and vehicles parked along its sides, and it connects directly to 

Great Western Road. It seems likely that vehicles will be driven here much more quickly than on the smaller carriageways. 

9  

Pedestrian routes through the surrounding streets might be defined by the ability of any particular pedestrian to cross a certain 

width of carriageway within a given time. While larger junctions tend to have traffic signals, these are not of course present on 

smaller junctions, and at junctions where the larger roads meet smaller ones. Confident fit adult pedestrians may be able to 

make their way throughout this area, although at some risk when crossing busier carriageways. Others may quickly find that 

routes are more limited, or the risk required is higher. 

 d,e 
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There is some individual isolated support for cycling in specific places nearby (described below), but almost any journey in any 

direction will primarily be on ordinary streets. Although almost all the nearby streets are lined with residential property the 

suitability of these streets for cycling varies very considerably.  

 d,e 

Some of the quietest residential streets in the area may provide conditions that many people would accept for cycling, but 

almost all of these have the potential to offer relatively complex conditions, defined by the need to negotiate parked vehicles on 

the carriageway (and the responses of people driving to these). There are alternative designs of residential street used in other 

countries which support equivalent or higher levels of parking, access to all areas, but which very much better support non-

motorised users, simplifying conditions for cycling, and enabling pedestrians to cross carriageways more easily.  

10 d,e 

Routes by bicycle on the safest streets may be very unobvious to those who are less experienced. Such routes may not join 

up, and even where longer stretches can be achieved on quieter street the overall level of comfort on most journeys may be 

defined by encounters with larger roads. There are many such larger roads in the wider area. Where residential streets meet 

these roads it is common to find that there is no support to cross them (signalised junctions usually being provided where two 

of the larger roads meet), and the road design at these junctions typically provide for conditions which feel much less safe than 

many would seem likely to accept. In practical terms it may be that those already choosing to cycle can negotiate such 

junctions, perhaps walking alongside larger carriageways to signalised crossings, or by cycling on the footway (which is 

problematic for other reasons), but such routes remain unobvious. 

15,16 d,e 

Lincoln Avenue has a bi-directional cycle track on its west side, which provides some significant support, making cycling here 

much safer. This continues along Archerhill Road. However at the time of our visit there was a very significant build up of 

debris in this, including large tree branches, and a large wide puddle which could not be negotiated. This track is around 1km 

long, but at either end conditions degrade suddenly.  

At the south end [E2], on Lincoln Avenue, the track ends on a section of footway. Journeys to the west can be achieved from 

here along a quiet residential road, but any other journeys require that the wide carriageway of Lincoln Avenue is crossed 

unsupported. 

12,13 

14 

 

 

16 

 

 

15 

d,e 
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At the west end [E1] knowledgeable people may detect that there are signs indicating that it becomes legal to cycle on the 

footway, but this presents an undesirable situation for many reasons, including both pedestrian comfort and the practicality of 

maintaining a sensible cycling speed. It is not clear where this legal situation changes – and people cycling are presumably 

expected to return to a carriageway which few people would seem likely to consider safe enough to cycle on.  

It may be that this track can be used, by those who are already choosing to cycle, to support a link to the towpath of the Forth 

and Clyde Canal [FC] – for trips in daylight hours further west. The more industrial areas and large Clyde Shopping Centre is 

around 4km by this route. Such a route is unlikely to be obvious, or to appeal, to people who do not currently cycle, and may 

be unwelcoming after dark even to those already choosing to cycle.  

Alderman Road has cycle lanes painted on its surface. In places these provide significantly improved conditions for cycling, 

and they have the benefit that they narrow the effective carriageway area, potentially calming traffic speed. They do not, 

however, produce conditions which seem likely to feel safe enough to appeal to many people. In many places they provide 

only minimal support, on a wide carriageway carrying vehicles at speed. At key junctions this support is completely absent, 

leaving people on bicycles to deal with complex (and potentially more hazardous) conditions entirely unsupported. 

17,18 d,e 

There are 6 railway stations within 2km of the properties, with the nearest (Scotstounhill)[ST] around 750m away. It seems 

very unlikely, given the available routes and conditions, that many (if any) would choose to cycle to these rather than to walk.   

 d 
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Recommendations 
 Project 

a The association should monitor whether the location for cycle parking is felt by residents to be safe enough for storage of their bicycles.  

 Immediate area 

b The association should seek improvements to the pedestrian environment immediately around the properties. This should focus 

immediately on the proper control of parking, so that pedestrian space remains navigable at all times. Level routes should be provided as 

far as possible along desire lines, rather than around car parking space. Good quality dropped kerbs or an equivalent should be provided 

on all such routes, and at appropriate locations allowing for transition onto the parking areas. 

c As a stakeholder in the local area the association should consider whether it can actively support simple improvements to the walking and 

cycling environment around the properties, such as in regard to the provision of central pedestrian refuges on Lincoln Avenue, or simple 

maintenance of the Lincoln Avenue/Archerhill Road cycle tracks. 

 Wider area 

d The association should consider researching what proportion of residents access buses and trains for everyday journeys from the 

properties, what issues they face in doing so, and how it might support efforts to improve access. 

e The association should choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that it 

can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

 

.
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Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Area beside properties  

(parking on pedestrian space, lack of dropped kerb)  

2: Area beside properties 

(major obstruction of pedestrian space) 

  

3: (upper) access to properties from Kestrel Rd 4: (lower) access from Kestrel Rd (poor dropped kerb) 

  

5: Area outside properties  

(lack of dropped kerbs) 

6: Key access to Lincoln Avenue  

(dropped kerb only on one side of access road) 
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7: Area outside properties  

(convoluted pedestrian route to area in photo 6) 

8: Access from Kestrel Road / Kestrel Road hill 

(area overlooked from properties) 

  

9: Knightswood Road 

(wide straight carriageway, parked vehicles) 

10: Kestrel Road (wet road shows path taken 

around parked cars by vehicles) 

  

11: Lincoln Av / Alderman Rd junction 

(cycle lanes discontinued, signalised junction) 

12: Lincoln Avenue cycle track  

(significant levels of mud and rubbish) 
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13: Archerhill Rd cycle track  

(debris making part of track unusable) 

14: Archerhill Rd cycle track 

(flooding and debris making all of track unusable) 

  

15: Archerhill Road cycle track (signs suggest cycling 

on obstructed pavement is legal here, but not later) 

16: Lincoln Avenue and Loanfoot Ave/Kestrel Rd 

(abrupt end of cycle track on footway) 

  

17: Alderman Road (cycle lane, lack of support  

to cross carriageway) 

18: Alderman Road (badly exposed section of cycle 

lane frequently crossed by vehicles) 

 


